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SCRS Consumer Tip: Does my bumper paint match? 
The shiny new paint on your car is the first thing you will see after a repair, and that 
shine comes from the clear coat. Clear coat is a clear, protective surface applied over 
the color of your car. It protects from scratches, weathering and deterioration. 

Your collision repair center may advise you it is necessary to apply clearcoat to the 
entire panel, and extend the refinish to the nearest definitive panel edge or “break point.” 
This is a common industry practice, and often a requirement to qualify for a refinish 
manufacturer lifetime warranty. Some automakers also have specific documents that 
specify this necessary repair step when refinishing an OEM clearcoat. The reason 
most paint companies and automakers require the clearcoat to be extended and not 
“blended” in the middle of a panel is the potential for weaker adhesion of the clearcoat 
in the blend area. Another reason is the potential for poor weathering characteristics 
of the thin clearcoat edge in a blend area.  This can result in cloudy or dull areas with 
continued exposure to the sun and the elements over time. Following the procedures 
detailed by the manufacturer should help ensure you receive better quality outcomes! 

xSCRS Consumer Tip: What should I look for?   
It’s not always easy to evaluate how your repair facility did, but Mike Anderson and 
Danny Gredinberg have some tips on what to look for when picking up your repaired 
vehicle. It all starts with documentation, including an itemized final repair order that 
details everything done to the vehicle. 

Your repair facility should provide this, and be willing to review it with you and answer 
any questions. Other important forms of documentation include measurements and 
reports that may have been part of the repair process, if there were adjustments to your 
unibody or frame, alignment and diagnostic scans of your vehicle modules. Danny 
and Mike also review physical attributes to look for from vehicle functionality, to gaps 
and refinish colors and textures. Lastly, make sure you receive and review warranty 
information, that will help detail how to resolve if there are ever any future concerns. 
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SCRS Consumer Tip: Understanding Scans 
We have the ability to ask your vehicle what systems are and aren’t functioning, and 
that task is typically performed by performing a series of diagnostic tests or scans. 
Most vehicle manufacturers take the position that damaged vehicles must be tested for 
Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) before, during and after the repairs are complete. 

This provides visibility into what systems are not operating as intended, if faults 
have been introduced to those systems during the course of repairs, and if they have 
been corrected before the vehicle is completed and returned to you. Even minor body 
damage or glass replacement may result in impact to one or more safety-related 
systems on the vehicle. This is addressed by hooking a computer or scan tool up to 
the vehicle and analyzing system functions. It is important as a consumer to ask your 
repair facility how they handle diagnostic scans, and to advocate to your bill payer 
that you expect all these necessary operations to be performed, and that you receive 
documentation of it at the conclusion of the repair.

SCRS Consumer Tip: What are Safety Inspections? 
Most vehicle manufacturers require “safety inspections” as a part of their instructions 
following any collision. Safety inspections are a list of instructions on how to properly 
inspect and confirm that critical safety systems are intact, undamaged and operating 
as intended. Types of systems that an automaker may instruct to check are seatbelts 
and pretensioners, seatbelt mounting areas and visual or diagnostic inspections of the 
airbags and the overall safety restraint system (SRS). The instructions may include to 
measure and confirm that the steering column is undamaged, and not collapsed as a 
result of the collision. 

If your repair facility is communicating with you about these inspections, it is likely 
because they are following the documented steps in the OEM repair manual. If they 
are receiving pushback on these tasks from the bill-payer, they will likely include you 
as the vehicle owner in the conversation. It is important to understand that it is your 
right, as the vehicle owner, to authorize the repairs with your repair facility. 

SCRS Consumer Tip: Understanding Part Types 
When reviewing the estimate or repair order, it’s important to be able to identify and 
understand the types of parts being covered by the insurance company, and what is being 
replaced on your vehicle by your repair facility. This doesn’t just mean understanding 
the difference between bumpers and fenders. You also want to understand if the part is 
a new Original Equipment (OE/OEM) part from your automaker, or if an aftermarket 
or used part is being specified in its place to save money. Danny and Mike walk 
through the differences between each of these part types, how to identify it on the 
estimate, different terminology used to describe the same thing and what you might 
want to know about each.

As a consumer, you have the right to request that your vehicle be repaired only with 
OEM collision replacement parts, and only you have the authority to authorize how 
the vehicle may fixed. However there are factors that can influence who will pay for 
those parts, including insurance policy limitations and state laws and regulations. This 
makes it important to be well-informed on part types, and to be able to speak with 
your repair professional and insurance company about what you want and expect in 
the repair process.

For more information on part types, CLICK HERE
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